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Abstract 

While solving the supersymmetric flavour problem, a U(2} flavour symmetry might 

be at the origin of the pattern of fermion masses and mixings. The consequences of 

this hypothesis are spelled out concerning ~~e parameters of the CKM matrix and 

their observability in B-and K-physics. The relevance of searching for lepton flavour 

violation and for the electric dipole moments of the electron and the neutron is also 

emphasized. 
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1. Flavour physics is a promising area for discoveries and surprises. On the experimental 

side, a number of significant observables are likely to be measured in the coming years: CP

asymmetries in B-decays are an example, which is obvious but, we hope, far from unique, 

as indicated below. On the theoretical front, a qualitative and quantitative explanation of 

the pattern of fermion masses and mixing angles is still elusive, despite considerable effort. 

If nature is (approximately) supersymmetric, the flavour problem acquires a new as

pect. In supersymmetric theories there are mass and interaction matrices for the squarks 

and sleptons, leading to a richer flavour structure. In particular, if fermions and scalars 

of a given charge have mass matrices which are not diagonalized by the same rotation, 

new mixing matrices, W, occur at gaugino and higgsino vertices. In turn, the Flavour 

Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) and/or CP-violating phenomena induced by thesenew 

interactions must not violate the corresponding experimental bounds. 

In a given supersymmetric theory, these differe~t aspects of the flavour problem may 

or may not be related to each other. A prevailing attitude, so far, has been to consider the 

flavour structure of the scalar mass matrices as being unrelated to the one of the fermion 

mass matrices: the flavour blind mechanism that generates the supersymmetry breaking 

scalar masses results in a sufficient degeneracy of the sfermions to keep the FCNC and CP

violating phenomena under control. Without discussing here in which cases this physical 

consequence is actually justified, in this work we take, as others have done [1], an opposite 

viewpoint: the flavour structure of the mass matrices of the fermions and of the scalars are 

related to each other by a symmetry principle. It is this principle which is at the origin 

of the pattern of fermion masses and mixings and is, at the same time, responsible for the 

sufficient suppression of FCNC and CP-violating phenomena. 

As argued in previous works [2, 3], a U(2) flavour symmetry in which the lighter two 

generations transform as a doublet and the third generation as a trivial singlet, like the 

Higgs fields, emerges as a candidate to fulfill this role. There are simple reasons for that. 

In the limit of unbroken U(2), only the third generation· of fermions can acquire a mass, 

whereas the first two generations of scalars are exactly degenerate. While the first property 

is not a bad approximation of the fermion spectrum, the second one is what one needs to 

keep under control FCNC and CP-violating phenomena. Furthermore, the rank 2 of U(2) 
allows a two step breaking pattern 

U(2) ~ U(1) ~ 0, (1) 

controlled by two small parameters € and c', to be at the origin of the generation mass 

hierarchies m3 ~ m2 ~ m1 in the fermion spectrum. Although it is natural to view 
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U(2) as a subgroup of U(3), the maximal flavour group in the case of full intra-family 

gauge unification, U(3) will be anyhow strongly broken to U(2) by the large top Yukawa 

coupling. 

2. To fully exploit the consequences of the U(2) flavour symmetry, its breaking pattern 

must be specified more precisely. As mentioned, the three generations of matter fields 'lj; 

transform as 2 EB 1, 

Taking the Higgs bosons to be flavour singlets, the Yukawa interactions transform as: 

('!f;3 '1j;3 ), ('1j;3'1/Ja), ('!f;a'lj;b)· Hence the only relevant U(2) representations for the fermion mass 

matrices are 1, </P, sab and Aab, where Sand A are symmetric and antisymmetric tensors, 

and the upper indices denote a U(1) charge opposite to that of'lj;a. </>U, sab and Aab can be 

viewed as "£lavon'' fields. 

We make the simplifying assumption that each of these fields participate in only one 

stage of the symmetry breaking in {1). Since Aab alone would break U(2) down to SU(2), 

whereas it would break U(2) completely in association with </>a and/or sab, it can only 

participate in the last stage of breaking in (1): U(1)-+ 0. Therefore, A12 = -A21 = O(t:'). 
On the other hand, to account for IYcbl ~ m 5 /mb in term of a unique parameter t:, both 

</>a and sab must participate in the first stage of breaking in (1): U(2) -+ U(1)t. Hence, in 

the basis where ¢>2 = O(t:) and </>1 = 0, S22 = O(t:) and all other components of S vanish

if they were non-zero they would break U(1) at order t:, which is excluded by. (1). We are 

thus led to Yukawa matrices in up, down and charged lepton sectors of the form: 

(2) 

All non vanishing entries have unknown coefficients of order unity, while still keeping 

) 112 = - A21 . With t: ~ 0.02 and t:' ~ 0.004, such a pattern agrees qualitatively well 

with the observed quark and lepton masses and mixings, with a few exceptions which can 

be understood in terms of the composition of the Higgs which couple to the D / E sectors 

and of the intra-generation structure of the Yukawa couplings [3]. 

The mass and interaction matrices for the scalars arising from supersymmetry breaking 

can be discussed along similar lines. We assume that the same representations, </>a, sab and 

twithout introducing unnatural coefficients and/or cancellations, the two other alternatives, sab = O(E) 

and ¢>a= O(E'), or viceversa, would lead to IVcbl ~ IVuslms/mb or IVcbl ~ (m 8 /mb) 112
, respectively. 
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Aab, which play a role in the fermion Yukawa sector, are also relevant in the description 

of flavour breaking in the scalar sector. In this way, it is immediate to see that the "A
terms" have the same structure of the Yukawa matrices in (2), whereas the only terms of 

numerical relevance in the scalar mass matrices are those ones linear in ql\ (¢a)t, ¢a(¢b)t 

and sab(Sbe)t. Hence, the resulting mass matrices have the form 

( 

m~ 0 0 ) 
m2

- = 0 mH1 + €2
) Emr 

0 Em~ m~ 

(3) 

where m1, m3 and m4 are masses of the order of the supersymmetr:y breaking scale. 

3. The CKM matrix has many possible forms, as there are many ways to choose the three 

Euler angles. For example the original choice of Kobayashi and Maskawa took the form V = 

R23(823)R12(812)P(8)R23(8~3 ), where ~i(fJij) is a 2 x 2 rotation in the ij plane by angle f}ij· 

Pis a diagonal phase matrix with non-zero entries (1, 1, ei15). To appreciate the relationship 

between the CKM matrix and the quark masses there is a preferred choice for the Euler 

angles: the larger terms (perturbations) in the quark mass matrices should be diagonalized 

first. This suggests consideration of the form V = R12 (8~)R23 (823)P(cf>)R12 (0g), where 

the diagonal phase matrix has entries (e-i<l>, 1, 1). For the case that the 13, 31 and 11 

entries vanish, and the 12 and 21 entries have equal magnitudes, as in (2), a perturbative 

diagonalization requires first a 23 rotation, then a 12 rotation giving [4] 

(4) 

where 

(5) 

(6) 

and 

U ~u 8 12 = -, 
me 

(7) 

with mu and me, as md and m 8 , renormalized at the same scale. The biggest errors in (4) 

are in Vub and vtd, of relative order s(mdme/mums) 112 + and s respectively. 

fThe precise values of these correction depends on the Yukawa matrix elements Af3D and Af2D. Taking 

IA23 / A32 1u,D = 1 at the unification scale and barring significant cancellations in the determination of s, the 
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At first sight this is a cumbersome form for the CKM matrix, since Vus contains two 

terms with a relative phase: Vus = sce-i/3 = sg- s~eitf>. However, this is nothing other 

than \he well-known unitarity triangle, with ¢ = a and {3 the usual angles: 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(8c) 

This can be seen by rephasing ( 4) into the form 

(9) 

The orthogonality of the first and third columns, which gives the usual unitarity triangle, 

gives s(sce-i/3- sfz + sf2eia) = 0. In this form it is clear that {3 is important for much kaon 

physics: for example, the W-box contribution to EK is proportional to sin(2{3). 

The simple pattern of U(2) breaking implies that, given the masses of the four light 

quarks, all CKM matrix elements are known in terms of just two free parameters, s = IVcbl 
and ¢. Using the values for IYusl, IVcbl and IVub/"Vcbl listed in Table 1, we can predict 

lvtd/lltsl = (md/m5 )
112 and the CP-violating phase¢, as well as the angles {3 and 'Y of the 

unitarity triangle. 

For me and m 5 , we use the values listed in Table 1, whereas the ratios of the light quark 

masses, mu/ md and md/ m 5 require a discussion. Second order chiral perturbation theory for 

the pseudoscalar meson masses determines·, to a remarkable accuracy, the combination [5] 

Q = nmd 2 = 22.7 ± 0.08. 
1-~ 

m2 
d 

Additional assumptions, plausible but not following from pure QCD, lead to [5] 

(10) 

(11) 

largest correction occurs in IVub/Vcbl = Jm,.fmc, and ranges from about 1 to 7%, depending on relative 
phases. 
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(mshGeV (175 ±55) MeV IVusl 0.221 ± 0.002 

(mc)mc (1.27 ± 0.05) GeV IYcbl 0.040 ± 0.003 

(mb)mb (4.25 ± 0.15) GeV IVub/Vcbl 0.08± 0.02 

(mt)mt (165 ± 10) GeV as(Mz) 0.117 ± 0.006 

Table 1: Values of the parameters used in the text. 

Finally, a better determination of the scale of the light quark masses is possible if use is 

made of the SU(5) relations, valid at the unification scale, 

(12) 

. . 

as illustrated in [3]. Given the different level of uncertainty and/or assumptions in these 

equations, we describe the results of 4 "combined fits" with different inputs for the light 

quark mass ratios: i) (10) only; ii) (10) and (11); iii) {10) and (12); iv) (10), {11) and {12). 

Treating all errors as "gaussian", at 90% C.L., we obtain the results shown in figs. 1. In 

fig. 1a, the boundary obtained from the unitarity constraints on a general parametrization 

of the VcKM is also shown. No similar boundary is given in figs. 1b,lc, since unitarity alone 

does not limit the CKM phase ¢. It is possible, on the contrary to constrain ¢, if one 

includes also the CP violating parameter in K physics, EK, and the Bd mixing mass, as 

in most Standard Model fits. Using for the standard quantities which parametrize QCD 

uncertainties, Bk = 0.8±0.2 and ..JBJs = (200±40) MeV, the result in fig. 1d is obtained. 

As explained below, however, this last plot does not have general validity. 

4. The diagonalization of the matrix {3) leads to highly degenerate scalars of the first 

two generations, {m~- mi)/m2 ~ c2 ~ w-3 , with m2 an average scalar mass squared. On 

the contrary, the scalars of the third generation are likely to have masses very different 

from their first and second generation partners, ( m~ - mt2) ~ m2 • 

By going to a diagonal basis both for {2) and (3), mixing matrices are generated in the 

gaugino interactions: (JL,RWL,Ri£,R)g for the fermions of given chirality, Lor R, and their 

superpartners. By appropriate phase redefinitions of the fermion and scalar fields, while 

keeping the form (2) of VcKM and the mass eigenvalues real and positive, it is possible to 

write the six matrices wf,'}i·E for U-quarks, D-quarks and charged leptons in terms of two 
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Figure 1: 90% C.L. contours from the four combined fits defined in the text: i} larger, 

lighter area; ii} smaller, lighter area; iii} larger, darker area; iv} smaller, darker area. In 

figs. 1 a and 1 d also shown is the contour for a general parametrization of the CKM matrix. 

Fig. 1 d is the only one to include EK and D..mBv among the inputs. 
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new parameters each su,D,E and ""u,D,E 
_ • ' L,R tL,R 

( 

C12 

W U,D,E _ 
L - 812 

0 

8128£ 

-SL 

ei'YL 
)

U,D,E 

-s12sR 

)

U,D,E 

-SR 

ei'YR 

(13) 

(14) 

where sf:/ have already been defined and, in analogy with them, s~ = Jmefmw The 

parameters sf:~·E are all of order E. In this basis, the L-R mixings induced by the A-terms 

are still.non diagonal and complex. They can, however, be treated as a perturbation except, 

maybe, for the iL- iR mixing, which, in any event, does not alter the mixing matrices (13) 

and (14). 
As already mentioned, via loops of supersymmetric particles, the W -matrices give rise 

to new FCNC and CP-violating phenomena. A close inspection shows that the most 

important effects occur in EK, in B- B mixing, in the Electric Dipole Moments (EDM) 

of the electron and the neutron and, finally, in Jl --+ e'Y and Jl --+ e conversion in atoms. 

In the case of EK and B - B mixing one obtains effects comparable to those present in 

the Standard Model. On the other hand, the effects in the dipole moments and in the 

Lepton Flavour Violating processes are at the level of the present experimental limits. The 

calculation of some typical, although partial, contributions to these observables gives in 
fact: § 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(
500 GeV) 

2 (v2 ) d(d) ~ 1 · 10-26e em ~ wD sin ("'f- 'Yf?) -
_ mq v1 

--~------------------------

(19) 

§In equations (17) and (18) we consider the photino contribution. For the EDM of the u-quarkone has 

d(u) ~ Bd(d)(v1/v2)2(wu fwD)(sin('yf- "!]{)/ sin('yf- 'YJ?)). 
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where d(e) and d(d) denote the EDMs of the electron and the d-quark, respectively, wu,D,E = 
(s~·D,E s~·D,E)/VJ = 0{1) and v2jv1 is the ratio of the vacuum expect~tion values of the 

Higgs doublets. 

In these equations, the effect of the splitting between the first two generations of scalars 

is neglected. This is completely justified for all the observables except EK, in which case 

an additional effect of the same order of {15) is present, still proportional to sin 2,8 as {15) 

and the SM contribution themselves. The effects are all due to the splitting {m~- mi 2), , 
taken large enough that the GIM suppression can be safely neglected. Therefore, mii in 

(15), (16) and (19) denotes the mass of the lightest Q = 1/3 squark, whereas ml in (17) 

and (18) the mass of the lightest charged slepton, neglecting in both cases the difference 

between L-and R-states. The gluino mass in (15), (16), (19) and the photino mass in (17), 

(18) are taken equal to mii and ml respectively. Eq. (16) only includes the contribution 

of the (V- A)(V +A) 4-quark operator. The A-terms are neglected in (17), (18), (19), 

whereas the "t-t-parameter" is taken equal to the relevant sfermion mass. 

In spite of these limitations and uncertainties, on the basis of (17)-(19), we look with 

the greatest possible interest to any improvement of the experimental sensitivity in the 

search for t-t-+ e"f (or 1-L-+ e conversion)~ and for the electron and neutron EDMs. 

5. In view of eq. (16), also the mixing and CP-violation in the E-system is likely to 

deviate from the expectation of the SM, as is the case for the parameter EK. In particular, 

the experimental determination of the CKM parameters will be affected. For example, 

this explains why fig. 1d, which employs SM formulae for fK and J3.mBd as inputs, is not 

generally valid. 

Precise formulae for the contribution from the gluino box diagram to the mixing matrix 

elements in Ed- Ed and Es- Bs are 

M12(Ed) = (s~) 2 (-sf s~eihf+-r}?) MLR + (sf) 2e2
i 1f MLL + (s~) 2e2i'Yi? MRR), (20) 

Mt2(Es) =sf s~ei('Yf+-ri?) MLR + (sf) 2e2i-rf MLL + (s~) 2e2i-r}? MRR· (21) 

where MLR, MLL, MRR, equal between Ed and Es apart from SU(3)-breaking effects, 

correspond to the (V -A)(V +A), (V -A)(V -A), (V +A)(V +A) operators respectively. 

Using the vacuum insertion approximation and taking equal masses for right-handed and 

left-handed down squarks, MLR = 4MLL = 4MRR· 

~Lepton Flavour Violation could be inhibited by a suitable extension of the U(2) symmetry. This is not 

compatible, however, with intra-family gauge unification (6]. 
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II II i) ii) iii) iv) ·II 
BR(K+ -7 7r+vv)/10-10 0 98+0.40 . -0.30 0.83 ± 0.20 0 97+0.50 . -0.30 0 84+0.17 . -0.22 

BR(KL -7 7r0vv)/10-10 0.22 ± 0.13 0.17±0.07 0 20+0.08 . -0.10 0.14 ± 0.05 

Table 2: Predictions for K -7 1rviJ decays in the four "combined fits" described in the text. 

Notice the relative minus sign in front of the presumably dominant LR-contributions 

to Bd and B8 • This should lead to a significant deviation from the SM result (apart from 

SU(3)-breaking effects) 

M12(Bd) = I vtd 1
2

' 
M12(Bs) Vis 

(22) 

as well as to the appearence of two different extra phases in the ratio of the mixing coeffi

cients in Bd and Bs 

(23) 

How will it then be possible to test the prediction~ for the CKM parameters shown in 

figs. 1? Let us look at each of them, in turn. 

Since we do not expect eq. (22) to be valid, the mixing in Bd and Bs might not be 

the right source of in.formation on lvtd/Visl· On the contrary, a clean way to measure 

lvtdl is provided by the branching ratio of K+ -7 1r+vv, which is not affected by gluino 

corrections. Our prediction is shown in Table 2 for the four combined fits. Also not affected 

by gluino corrections are the decay modes B -7 Xs(Xd)viJ and, to a good approximation, 

B -7 Xs(Xd)z+z- II Therefore the ratios (B -7 Xd)/(B-+ Xs) are another potential source 

of information on lvtd/Visl, if SU(3)-breaking effects, especially in B-+ Xs(Xd)z+z-, can be 

kept under control. 

The new phases cPBd and cPBs defined in (23) modify the CP asymmetries of neutral 

B-decays into CP eigenstates. For example, concentrating on the coefficient of the sin L::..mt 

term in the time dependent CP asymmetries, one has [8] 

(24) 

liB--+ Xs(Xd) decays, as tK, B- f3 mixing and K--+ 1r decays, receive also corrections due to charged 
Higgs and chargino-stop exchanges, controlled by the top Yukawa coupling, which are there in any super

symmetric extension of the Standard Model. These .corrections are most prominent in B --+ Xs(Xd)l+l-, 

as in B --+ Xs(Xdh, even for relatively small v2Jv1 [7). Not seeing any effect in B --+ Xsl+l- at B-factories 

would make this kind of correction negligible everywhere else. In any case, they do not affect ~~~~~~~ nor 

the CP-asymmetries. 
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-0.6 

-0.8 
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sin(2a-2cj>) 

Figure 2: 90% C.L. contour for the asymmetries measurable in Bd -+ '1/JKs (-sin 2({3 + 
¢sd)) and Bd-+ 1r1r (sin 2(a- ¢sJ) in fits ii} and iv}, which give indistinguishable results. 

A,D: ¢ = 0, 1r /2; B,E: ¢ = 1r /6, 21r /3; C,F: ¢ = 1r /3, 57r /6. 

or, neglecting possible penguin contributions or assuming their elimination by a proper 

isospin analysis, 

(25) 

Therefore, sin 2a and sin 2{3 are not directly accessible from the CP asymmetries in B

decays, nor is sin 2{3 obtainable from f.K, although required to be non-vanishing due to 

(15). Yet a correlation between acp(Bd-+ 'lj;K8 ) and acp(Bd-+ 1r1r), as given in (24) and 

( 25), can still be predicted at least if use is made of ( 11). This correlation is shown at 90% 

C.L. in fig. 2 for .arbitrary values of ¢Bd· 

A clean way to get sin2 {3 is again through K-decays. The branching ratio for KL-+ 1r0vv 
is short distance dominated, it is not affected by gluino corrections and is proportional, 

through a rather precisely known coefficient [9], to lvtdllts 12 sin2 {3. KL -+ 1r0vv is predicted 

in Table 2. As shown in fig. 1c, sin2 {3 is only weakly correlated with sin2 
"(, measurable 

from the CP asymmetry in charged or neutral B-decays into a final state, containing a 

D-meson and a Kaon, which is not a CP-eigenstate [10]. 

We expect that none of the CP asymmetries that we have mentioned so far will be 

affected in any significant way by supersymmetric loop corrections in the decay amplitudes, 

with the possible exception of acp(Bd-+ 1r1r). In this case, the dominant corrections should 

come from supersymmetric penguin diagrams and would be erased from the asymmetry 

by the isospin analysis invented to get rid of the (badly known) gluon-mediated penguin 
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diagrams of the SM. On the other hand, asymmetries that could be significantly affected, 

in a controllable way, by supersymmetric loop corrections in the decay amplitudes, from 

penguin or box diagrams, are acp(Bd-+ </>Ks) and acp(Bs -+ <f>ry). A new phase x would 

be introduced through the decay amplitude [11]: 

acp(Bs-+ </>ry)-:- -sin2(¢Bs +X) (26) 

that would make them deviate from acp(Bd-+ '1/JKs) and acp(Bs -+ '¢</>) respectively, as 

given in (24). 
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